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Hi I am a long time collector of JM and I can without doubt tell you that your bar is a clad bar 
purchased through Aliba and definetly not gold but gold plated. By saying that you are not sure 
of the content you are not absolving yourself from that reality. One does not present two different 
points of view unless one is trying to obfuscate. Please remove from eBay. Or go to any gold 
silver place or LCS they will clear up what you claim not to be sure of. 
I will give it 12 hours and if not removed not only report to eBay but also share with our group 
that polices eBay for these fake bars. They will pick up and carry the ball further.
Hope you have the moral fortitude and decency to check what you are selling and do the right 
thing. 
Cheers

From: "eBay - mcin.maka" <mcinma_fznl4326rj@members.ebay.com>
Date: January 9, 2017 at 4:49:26 PM EST
Subject: Re: iccs22 has sent a question about item #162346453372, ending on 11-Jan-17 20:15:50 
EST - Johnson Matthey assayers 8 Refiners Fine Gold .999 1 troy oz

New message: Yeah right dumbass goodluck I bought ...

New message from: mcin.maka (252 )

Yeah right dumbass goodluck I know it's fake and I'm gonna sell it on here and I don't care what 
you say! I think you're just a little jealous!! Don't worry about me sweetheart. And definitely don't 
message me unless your interested thanks! And take that 12 hours and go nose in someone 
else's business 
Cheers :)

On 1/9/17, 1:01 AM, iccs22 wrote:

iccs22 has sent a question about item #162346453372, ending on Jan-11-17 17:15:50 PST -
Johnson Matthey assayers 8 Refiners Fine Gold .999 1 troy oz

Hi I am a long time collector of JM and I can without doubt tell you that your bar is a clad bar 
purchased through Aliba and definetly not gold but gold plated. By saying that you are not sure 
of the content you are not absolving yourself from that reality. One does not present two different 
points of view unle…

Your previous message

Johnson Matthey assayers 8 Refiners Fine Gold .999 1
troy oz
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